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Abstract
Do-It-Yourself Biology (DIYbio) is a global movement that brings biology outside the academic or industrial labs and
to the lay public.
The DIYbio community is a heterogeneous group of citizen scientists including enthusiasts, amateurs, designers,
artists, entrepreneurs, students and trained scientists.
DIYers are often organized in shared spaces known as "community labs", carrying common projects focused on
education, personal exploration, discovery but also technology, entrepreneurship, health and art.
The ultimate scope of DIYbio is to promote democratization of science through access to biotechnology and learnby-doing education.
Community labs often foster alternative and creative solutions thanks to their creative and stimulating environment
and the unique background of each DIYers. Indeed, DIYbio has already contributed to public awareness and
education, and has produced significant technical and scientific achievements, as well as new business ideas.

The most famous DIYbio labs are born in eclectic, international cities with a flourishing student community such
as San Diego, New York, Paris, London.
In Germany, with few exceptions the scene is still quiet: there are many DIYers working alone and only one
group in Berlin called “Biotinkering”, which is in the process of building its own community lab.
Thanks to the large number of international students and research institutes, Heidelberg is a place where
biology and society constantly interact, with potential DIYbio enthusiasts arriving every year. It is the perfect city
where a DIYbio community lab could thrive and act as a bridge between the residents, industry and academia.
However, such a lab would first need enthusiast, motivated DIYers.
If you also believe in democratization of science, do-it-together and love biology...
Join the community! Colonize the Biotop!
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What is DIYbio?

What types of projects do you carry on?

Do-It-Yourself Biology (DIYbio) is a global
movement that brings biology outside the
academic or industrial labs and to the lay public.

https://diybio.org/

Who is a DIYbiologist?

amateurs

Build hardware
Proof-of-principle
Microbiology

artists

Students

entrepreneurs

trained scientists

designers

The scope of DIYbio is to promote democratization of science through
access to biotechnology and learn-by-doing education.

plants

What are DIYbio core values?
open access

learn-by-doing

Test a startup concept
promote citizen science
Engage society with your research

Curiousity about biology
Personal discovery
Work on your own idea

Come on, DIYbio cannot have a real impact...

What is the scope of DIYbio?

grassroot

Genetics
Zoology & botanics
Synthetic biology

Why are people doing DIYbio?

citizen scientists

Enthusiasts

DIYbio projects focus on education, personal exploration, discovery but
also technology, entrepreneurship, health and art.

health

community

tinkering

food

materials

technology

education

science access

Are you sure DIYbio people know what they’re doing?
DIYbio Code of Ethics from European Congress

Transparency
Safety
Open Access
Education

What is a community laboratory?
Common space
Shared equipment
Safe environment

How can I help?
Donate material!
Talk about us!
Partner up!

What can I do in a community lab?

Modesty
Community
Peaceful purpose

Respect
Responsibility
Accountability

Great! How can I join?

Help us to build a DIYbio community in Heidelberg!
Join the discussion on Biotop Heidelberg google group

https://groups.google.com/d/forum/biotop-hd
biotophd@gmail.com
@BiotopHD

If you were part of the DIYbio community, What would you do?

Hands-on workshops

Biology project

Bio-Art

Education

Bioeconomy startup

Networking

Citizen science

Bioethics

Games & Fun!

